COLLECTIF OROBANCHES

P R I N T E M P S
A theatrical and contemporary dance duet
Camille GUILLAUME & Zoé COUDOUGNAN

"

The images are designed, so that after you see the
picture two or three times, it's no longer my film,

it starts to be your film, you recognize the people,

"

you know them, and you dont even know who
directed the picture.

Jacques Tati

ABOUT
« Printemps » is the meeting of two strange and moving characters, guided by a search for meaning and humanity.
Between them, a clumsy but caring relationship is forged, result of a necessity to escape from a hostile and artificial
atmosphere in which both characters seem unable to adapt to.
Inspired by a burlesque and pathetic universe, like Buster Keaton or Jacques Tati movies, this joyful dance is in line
with the current mood of individualism and fear of the difference.
Both moving bodies defend a contemporary and theatrical dance, very energic and clownlike, that can make the most
grumpy person smile.
An awakening and a recognition arise, where hands up claim hope ; hope hidden in every leave rustle, every bud,
every new encounter.

INTENTION
With "Printemps" we tend towards a universe inspired by the Physical Theater although it is rooted and nourished by
the current choreographic scene.
The movement is always motivated by a strong desire to live, to stand against immobility, to not to undertake the
current trend of monotony and withdrawal.
By an original and surrealist narration and dramaturgy, a game with rhythms and emotions, sometimes the laughter,
sometimes the tears, a dance deeply joyful... we hope to carry the audience on our little Orobanches' backs, with a lot
of care and kindness and to make them travel beyond the walls of the theater. Our approach is to search different
ways to get closer to the people, that is why we wish to perform this duet in every types of places, in front of every
types of audiences and to go to meet the understandings and feelings of each person .

PICTURES

PROGRAMMING
04.09.2019

La Halle des Douves, Cie les Schini's (Bordeaux, FR)

06.07.2019

Festival Dansez Maintenant (Château de Véretz, FR)

24.05.2019

Festi'Vox (Saint-Christoly de Blaye, FR)

22.02.2019

Festival SPLIT au Point Ephémère (Paris, FR)

18.12.2018

Le Lieu sans Nom (Bordeaux FR)

24.07.2018

Festival Deltebre Dansa (Deltebre, ESP)

07.07.2018

pour Association Labyrinthe (Villenave d’Ornon, FR)

14.10.2017

Speen Festival (Bordeaux, FR)

21- 30.09.2017

les Campulsations (Bordeaux, FR)

19.08.2017

Festival « 40 En Paires » (Mugron, FR)

16.08.2017

Festival Fermes D’Avenir Tour (Blanquefort, FR)

30.07.2017

pour l’Association L’Escale (Castandet, FR)

30.06.2017

Festival « Le Bruit Des Corps » (Bordeaux, FR)

23.06.2017

« Le Temps Des Cerises » au Cerisier (Bordeaux, FR)

11.03.2017

Association la Danse pour Tous (Saint Pierre du Mont, FR)

INSPIRATIONS

THE DANCERS
ZOÉ COUDOUGNAN
Zoé Coudougnan started her professional training in contemporary
dance in Bordeaux and Paris, and then, she continued within
CobosMika Seeds in Spain - Junior Company where she met a lot
of choreographers such as Samuel Lefeuvre, Flor Demestri, Sharon
Fridman, Lali Ayguadé, Anton Lachky and she performs as a
dancer in the pieces of Peter Mika and Roberto Olivan among
others.
At the same time, she was introduced to the Feldenkrais Method
with Meytal Blanaru in Bruxelles during with her workshops called
"Fathom High".
In 2015, she created the piece « Petits Songes », a trio for two
dancers and a musician with the support of the Theatre La
Chélidoine (19).
She is collaborating since 2014 with Léa Pelletant, actress and
artistic director of the Company Taf-Taf Théâtre. They created the
piece « ...Entre Mes 2 Oreilles... », mixing dance, theater books for
children on the subjects of emotions and thought.
Zoé dances also in time-limited projects of several companies :
Sharon Fridman (Oerol Festival, Netherlands in 2016), Christophe
Béranger & Jonathan Pranlas-Descours, ETSEM, the collectif TANK
(Switzerland)...
In October 2016, she founded the Collectif Orobanches with
Camille Guillaume. Together, they work on a duet, « Printemps »
which they'll perform during the Deltebre Dansa Festival in Spain
in 2018 and during a lot of events and festival in France.
They also give workshops in contemporary dance and dancetheater.
Zoé has started to work in 2018 with the Compagnie des Songes in
a play called "Hamlet Parmi D'Autres" with the stage director
Thibault Lebert and the choreographer Lauriane Chammings, on a
script written by Laetitia Andrieu.
She also plays guitar and sings in two bands of country and blues
music : one called "Country Pie" and the other with her father
called "The Coudougnans",

CAMILLE GUILLAUME

After obtaining a bachelor's degree in audiovisual in Bordeaux,
Camille entered the junior company Cobosmika Seed's in Palamos
(Spain). There, she studied Peter Mika & Olga Cobos' technical and
partnering work, and discovered the work of Roberto Olivan, Lali
Ayguade, Sharon Fridman, Samuel Lefeuvre & Flor Demestri, Anton
Lachky, HumanHood etc...
Thereafter, she has enriched her technique by continuing taking
workshops with Martin Kilvady, Julyen Hamilton, Laboratorium
Piesni (polyphonic voices), Gilles Estran (Alexander Technique),
Aragorn 'Bishop' Boulanger...
She's also really interested in theatrical, clown and mime techniques,
which led her to intensive clown workshops with Veronique Geslin
(Clown Teacher and Personal Development Coach).
Furthermore, her interest for alternative therapies led her to study
shiatsu massage with Gaëlle Grimplet.
Since 2015, Camille has been called as a choreographer and guest
teacher within professional formations and artistic projects (Junior
Company Cobosmika Seed's ; Professional Formation of the Cie
Rêvolution ; Theatrical Formation "Brûler les planches" ; short movie
"Reveal" by Emeline Gendrot) and she gave contemporary dance
classes for a non-professional public..
After obtaining twice the first price of the festival Palamos Summer
Dance, with two soli, she founds the Collectif Orobanches in 2016
with Zoé Coudougnan. Together, they create their first piece
"Printemps" which had been performed at Deltebre Dansa Festival in
2018, in 40 en Paires Festival, in Dansez Maintenant Festival and in a
lot of events around Bordeaux..
In 2019, she started working with the Cie Arthésic for the
theatre/dance/polyphonic chant project "Bleu de Thury" led by
Vincent Dupuy and Matthieu Carrani. At the same time, she starts
working on her own songs and is creating a contemporary dance solo
"In the same ship".

COLLECTIF OROBANCHES

The Orobanches Collective gets its name from the Orobanche
Rameuse, a globe-trotting plant coming to spread in the cultivated
fields and be grafted on to comfortably installed roots. In other
words : she disturbs the clean and tidy cultures.
The Collective is the fruit of the encounter between two dancers
who seeks for creating links with artists from all walks of life. Those
encounters, like rhizomes, open sensitive doors, reveal invisible
spaces where reflections on the world are budding and giving space
to an artistic creation in all its forms.
The artists of the Collective want to share, without disguising, the
emotions and images that move them to a large audience and try to
make it resonate in everybody.
From their interest for the « off the charts », the strange, and the
intimate arises a theatrical dance on the margins of the standards
and current tendances of contemporary dance.

Collectif Les Orobanches Rameuses
Association Loi 1901
65 rue de Nérac 33800 BORDEAUX / N° Siret : 823 777 966 00024 / N° Licence 2-1110069
orobanches.rameuses@gmail.com / Website : www.collectiforobanches.com / Facebook & Instagram : Collectif Orobanches
Manon Quenneville (Manager) : +336 82 72 57 87 / Zoé Coudougnan : +336 85 86 02 08 / Camille Guillaume : +336 37 33 72 57

INFORMATIONS & CONDITIONS

Stage dimensions 7m x 7m (minimum)
All ages
35 minutes
Sound system required

CREDITS
Musics :
- Haïti - Frantz Casseus & Lolita Cuevas
- Busy Line - Rose Murphy
- One More Love Song - Bastien Cabezon
- Rhubarb - Aphex Twin
Costumes : Steack Fripes (Bordeaux)
Pictures : Joy Boutines, Camille Dabrigeon, Pauline Chabas,
Benoît Martrenchar & Albert Vidal (Vertex Comunicacio)
Logo and Drawings : Mathilde Prévost
Aknowledgments
Roberto Olivan, Mar Moreno Tena, Philippe & Valérie Guillaume, Raoul Ficel &
Emmanuelle Michel, Indra Berger, Bastian Knoller-Martin, Joëlle de Matauco, Valérie
Lafitte, Maïté Langevin, Béatrice Gellé, Nathalie Wojtasik, Chloé Prévoteau & Alexia Di
Paco, Le Cirque Eclair, Léa Pelletant, Patrice Manouvirer et Victor Montagné

SUPPORT
Anthony Egéa, le Performance and the Cie
Rêvolution ; Roberto Olivan and l'Obrador
(Espai de Creacio) ; La Chélidoine, Sylvie &
Claude Montagné, Association La Clé Du
Quai & le Tchaï Bar with Béla Balsa and
Côme Tanguy ; Les Coqs Rouges ; Véronique
Falet & l'Association La Danse Pour Tous ;
The Speen Festival

